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Introduction
The original motivation of the present work was to give a simple explanation of the following property satisfied by the Brownian bridge (bu, 0 u I):
for every a E IR, IE (eap(abu) -I = 1.
(1.1)
Throughout the sequel, we will use the notation, fo du exp(abu) . The puzzling fact that the expectation of the variable I~ 1 does not depend on a has been noticed in [10] , and the same authors explained this fact in [11] using an elementary decomposition of Brownian bridges.
One of our purposes is to show that the identity (1.1) is actually a direct consequence of the cyclic exchangeability property of the Brownian bridge. Therefore fo du the quantiles, (see (4.12) below for their definition), and the local time process of X~6~ . In section 3, we recall the necessary and sufficient conditions under which Levy bridges may be defined and admit local times.
In section 4, we also establish some similar results for any process on [0, 1] , with cyclic exchangeable increments. Indeed, in [10] and [11] , the following identity for we guessed that the arguments used for the Brownian bridge had an adequate extension for Brownian motion, and so, for any process with cyclic exchangeable increments.
Apart from giving a simple derivation of (1.1) and (1.4) [3] , Proposition 3). Suppose moreover that X is not a subordinator. Then Lemma 2.10 in [12] asserts that pt(0) > 0 for all t and the Levy bridge associated with X is the process with law defined by: This direct application of Proposition 1 yields a reinforcement of identities (1.1) and (1.4) mentioned in the introduction. In the next proposition, we extend formula (4.3) to obtain a recurrence formula bearing upon the conditional Mellin transform of .4a. (3.2) . We will refer to I as the invariant 03C3-field defined in (2.4) with respect to X(b). Let also = o-~ IR) be the 03C3-field generated by the local time process defined in (3.3) and (3.4 (Note that L03B1 ~ Lo, as a -0, P -a.s.) By taking n = 2, Q;i = a, 03B21 = I/a, 03B12 = 03B2, 2 = -1/~ in (4.7), we obtain that for every ~ IR, such that 0, the variables, We note that the quantiles of a Levy bridge have already been studied under this aspect in [7] . We also refer to [19] , [8] and [4] for results about their laws. On the other hand, it is clear that the processes (lLa a E IR) and , ~ E IR) .
Finally, we easily check that the a-fields generated by (~) a E IR), 
